SAMPLE OF PRECISION TURBINES AVAILABLE ENGINE INVENTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGINE</th>
<th>TSN</th>
<th>CSN</th>
<th>TSO</th>
<th>REMAINING</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JT15D-1A/B</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>SALE/LEASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT15D-1A</td>
<td>7059</td>
<td>6882</td>
<td>ZERO</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>SALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT15D-1A</td>
<td>6136</td>
<td>5241</td>
<td>2646</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>SALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT15D-1A</td>
<td>6036</td>
<td>5174</td>
<td>2583</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>SALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call 561-447-0032 for details on our inventory of serviceable PT6A engines

*Precision Turbines is an ASR (Authorized Sales Representative) for Sierra Industries and specializes in Citation and King Air Engine retrofits.

AMR BANKRUPTCY WILL BE 1 OF TOP STORIES IN 2012
AMR Corp, which filed for bankruptcy in November, will be one of the top airline-industry stories to follow in 2012, experts say. "We have taken the necessary steps to restore our profitability, operating flexibility and financial strength.. Read More

DOD AWARDS F-35 ENGINE CONTRACT TO PRATT & WHITNEY
Although it was pretty much a formality after the alternate engine program was scrapped last year by GE and Rolls-Royce … the U.S. Department of Defense on Tuesday awarded Pratt & Whitney an undefinitized contract award (UCA) not to exceed $1,122,306,649 for F135 production engines to.. Read More

SECURITY CHANGES BOOST DCA BIZAV OPS
Business aviation's recent post-9/11 "record" day at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport (DCA) has encouraged the general aviation community that changes implemented by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) are finally gaining some traction.. Read More
FAA PLANS MAJOR REDUCTION IN VOR COVERAGE
The FAA recently released a proposed rule for a gradual but major reduction in the VOR navigation system in the United States. The proposal transitions navigation services to performance-based navigation (PBN) such as GPS and WAAS, and would keep only VORs at what the FAA calls the.. Read More

FLORIDA DIVERS DISCOVER WRECK OF RARE WWII PLANE
Florida divers have found the wreckage of a rare World War II aircraft tentatively identified as a Curtiss Helldiver SB2C on the ocean floor last month. "Nobody knew it was there; we just stumbled upon it," said dive-boat operator Randy Jordan, who found the wreckage.. Read More

UNITED AIRLINES PLANS TO FOCUS ON GROWTH IN AFRICAN MARKET
United Airlines aims to further expand its network in Africa, the fast-growing market it only began serving last year and last month tripled its capacity in with the launch of Houston-Lagos service. But the rate of expansion will likely be relatively slow, reflecting some of the growing pains in Africa experienced by rival Delta Air Lines.. Read More

2012 WILL BE CHALLENGING YEAR FOR AIRLINES
Shares of U.S. airlines on the NYSE Arca Airline Index ended 2011 with a drop of more than 31%, and analysts say 2012 will be challenging as well. "It's going to be another tough year for airlines," said Vicki Bryan, a bond analyst, in December. "We had a rebound in fare pricing earlier this year.. Read More

U.S. AIR TRAVEL BOASTS ITS SAFEST DECADE IN HISTORY
The last decade in U.S. air travel has proved to be its safest 10 years in history, an analysis of government data shows. During the past 10 years, 153 fatalities were recorded on U.S. airlines, excluding acts of terrorism. "I wouldn't say air crashes of passenger airliners are a thing of the past.. Read More

IRAN WARNS U.S. OVER AIRCRAFT CARRIER
Iran warned the United States Tuesday not to return a U.S. aircraft carrier "to the Persian Gulf region." "The Islamic Republic of Iran will not repeat its warning," said
Maj. Gen. Ataollah Salehi, commander of Iran's Army, according to the state-run news..Read More

LOCKHEED MARTIN, BOEING LAND BILLIONS IN MILITARY SALES IN THE MIDDLE EAST
The biggest defense contractors are dueling over foreign military sales in the wake of the United States departure from Iraq, with Lockheed Martin Corp. announcing a $2 billion contract to sell missile defense systems to the United Arab Emirates one day after a nearly $30 billion win by Boeing Co. to sell fighter jets to Saudi Arabia..Read More

U.S. AIR FORCE PICKS LAS CONTRACTOR
The Sierra Nevada Corp. and Brazil's Embraer Defense and Security have won the U.S. Air Force's Light Air Support aircraft contract but amid..Read More

EMBRAER ROLLS OUT LEGACY 500
Embraer rolled out its newest executive jet, the midsize Legacy 500, from the production hangar at the São José dos Campos..Read More

BOMBARDIER ADDS FIVE CHALLENGER 850 JETS TO ITS ORDER BOOK
Bombardier Aerospace received a firm order for five Challenger 850 jets from an undisclosed..Read More

FIRST US-MADE PHENOM 100 DELIVERED
Embraer delivered the first entry level Phenom 100 jet produced in its new US assembly plant to longtime customer Executive..Read More

AMR ASKS COURT PERMISSION TO HIRE ROTHSCILD AS ADVISER
AMR Corp. has asked a federal judge to allow the hiring of investment firm Rothschild as a financial adviser during bankruptcy. The parent company of American Airlines would pay Rothschild up to $15 million in fees..Read More
AMR STREAMLINES AMERICAN AIRLINES IN CHAPTER 11
American Airlines reshuffled its management team after parent company AMR Corp. filed for bankruptcy in November. The carrier also received permission to buy new aircraft while in the bankruptcy process. However, this blog post says, American still has to address labor issues, which will likely present a..Read More

FEDEX PILOTS UNION: FATIGUE RULES SHOULD APPLY TO CARGO PILOTS
The union representing FedEx Express pilots said it is "outraged" that cargo pilots were excluded from new pilot-fatigue rules. However, the union did not say whether it would join the union representing UPS pilots in a lawsuit against the Federal Aviation Administration. "Cargo aircraft operate into the same airspace, into the same..Read More

AMR BANKRUPTCY WILL STRENGTHEN AMERICAN AIRLINES
A group of business leaders in Miami say that the bankruptcy filing of AMR Corp. will help American Airlines become a better competitor. "It is our belief the once-largest airline in the United States likely will emerge stronger than ever, and that will be good for Miami-Dade County..Read More

TED FORSTMANN, 1940-2011: THE MAN WHO SAVED GULFSTREAM
It is with some justification that Theodore "Teddy" Forstmann, the founder of Forstmann Little & Company, is described in aviation circles as "the man who saved Gulfstream."..Read More

CANADA'S PRIVATE ATC SYSTEM OFFERS ALTERNATIVE FOR COST CUTTING NATIONS
Despite the dire consequences predicted for Europe's economy if the euro actually comes unglued, or the monthly chaos that ensues at the U.S. Congress's failure to reauthorize the FAA, nudging close to the brink of financial disaster can sometimes lead to..Read More

HAWKER BEECHCRAFT TAKES AT-6 BID DECISION TO COURT
Hawker Beechcraft, which has been excluded by the U.S. Air Force from competing for a contract to supply a new light attack aircraft, is fighting mad and fighting back..Read More
LATEST ENGINE MOD KEEPS JSTARS VIABLE, SAYS NORTHROP GRUMMAN
Northrop Grumman is hoping that funds to re-engine the first two operational E-8C JSTARS radar surveillance aircraft will be provided in the Fiscal 2013 budget next year. Read More

FAA ISSUES NEW RULE ON PILOT DUTY TIME
On Wednesday the FAA announced a final rule on pilot flight duty and rest requirements, a stricter regulation stemming from the Feb. 12, 2009 crash of Colgan Air Flight 3407 near Buffalo. Read More

ESTABLISHED PLAYERS OUTLIVE NEWCOMERS AS MIDDLE EAST MARKET CONSOLIDATES
ExecuJet Aviation has been in the Middle East for the long haul since 1999 and since then it has seen the bizav market fluctuate from boom to flat and now reach a slow climb. It has seen rivals come and go, and ambitious business plans turn to dust. Read More

MIDDLE EAST’S BIZAV GOLD RUSH REPLACED BY LONG-HAUL GROWTH
Business aviation in the Middle East is expected to keep growing at a faster rate than that seen in North America and Europe, but slower than the more dynamic expansion now being seen in the emerging markets of Asia. Read More

SCHULTZ READY TO LEAD CITATIONAIR
When CitationAir founder and CEO Steve O’Neill left the company at the beginning of November, the transition in leadership was expected to be nearly seamless, especially since the man who was promoted to succeed him had been with the fractional provider as long as O’Neill himself. Read More

EXECUJET STREAMLINES AIRCRAFT FINANCING WITH SIMPLFLY SERVICE
ExecuJet Aviation is offering aircraft buyers a more direct and straightforward way to finance and operate business jets through its relaunched SimplyFly program. The package offers a quick decision on financing and the opportunity to have the aircraft managed. Read More
GULFSTREAM INTERNATIONAL CHANGES CONTINUE WITH NEW NAME, LIVERY
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.-based Gulfstream International Airlines continues its transformation with a name change-to Silver Airways Corp.. Read More